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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Polymorphic sites in the genome are a major source of phenotypic variation in human populations \[[@pone.0214816.ref001]--[@pone.0214816.ref003]\]. These polymorphisms are caused by random mutational processes such as nucleotide misincorporation during DNA replication, DNA damage, or erroneous activity of DNA-processing enzymes \[[@pone.0214816.ref004], [@pone.0214816.ref005]\]. These mutational forces are typically counteracted by DNA repair mechanisms \[[@pone.0214816.ref006]\] and by Darwinian selection \[[@pone.0214816.ref007]\]. In general, there exist two major types of sequence variations, transition and transversion SNPs, as well as insertions and deletions (indels). Thereby, transitions (mutation from C to T, or G to A on the second strand), are the most frequent substitution found \[[@pone.0214816.ref008]\]. Here we considered data from two large-scale sequencing projects that characterized the variability of human genome sequences: the 1000 Genomes Project (1000G) \[[@pone.0214816.ref009]\] and the Genome of the Netherlands Project (GoNL) \[[@pone.0214816.ref010], [@pone.0214816.ref011]\]. While the 1000G reconstructed genomes from 2,504 individuals from 26 populations, mostly from low-coverage data, the GoNL focused on 250 Dutch parent-offspring families sequenced at higher coverage, which additionally allowed to identify *de novo* mutations \[[@pone.0214816.ref011], [@pone.0214816.ref012]\]. Venter and colleagues recently presented an analysis of variations in 10,000 human genomes \[[@pone.0214816.ref013]\]. They investigated and reported different SNP densities for protein coding, RNA coding and gene regulatory elements. Castle analyzed SNPs in different genomic mRNA regions of human and mouse such as the start site, splice sites and miRNA binding sites and reported an anti--correlation between the number of SNPs and sequence conservation \[[@pone.0214816.ref014]\]. Tatarinova *et al*. used variants provided by the 3,000 Rice Genomes Project and investigated their genome--wide distribution \[[@pone.0214816.ref015]\].

The start site flanking region of translated sequences was shown to play a crucial role in translation initiation and is important for the recognition of the start sites by the ribosome scanning complex \[[@pone.0214816.ref016]--[@pone.0214816.ref019]\]. Marilyn Kozak found that a purine at position −3 and guanine at position +4 are crucial for efficient translation initiation \[[@pone.0214816.ref016], [@pone.0214816.ref017]\]. Noderer *et al*. analyzed the influence of all possible translation initiation starts between positions −6 and +5 using FACS-seq. They confirmed the high influence of the sequence context in direct vicinity of the start site on translational efficiency \[[@pone.0214816.ref018]\]. It was shown that SNPs in and around translation start sites can have a strong influence on the efficiency of the start site recognition and thus the translation machinery. For example, mutations in the translational start site of protein KLHL24 resulted in a shortened polypeptide due to ribosomal read-through of the mutated start site and initiation at an in-frame downstream AUG-Methionine \[[@pone.0214816.ref019]\].

Beside the canonical AUG, other codons that differ from AUG by one nucleotide were shown to also function as translation start sites \[[@pone.0214816.ref020], [@pone.0214816.ref021]\]. These so-called alternative start sites mainly occur in the 5' UTR, but also in the coding DNA sequence (CDS), or the 3' UTR \[[@pone.0214816.ref022]\]. Dependent on the location of a 5' UTR alternative start site relative to the annotated start site, translation can be in-frame or out-of-frame and therefore result in, for instance, small upstream ORFs, elongated proteins, or alternative proteins \[[@pone.0214816.ref023]\]. Alternative translation initiation, and thus the resulting alternative proteins, are involved in regulatory processes and can be targeted to different cell compartments \[[@pone.0214816.ref024]--[@pone.0214816.ref026]\]. Ribosome profiling is an experimental technique to determine (alternative) translation start sites \[[@pone.0214816.ref021], [@pone.0214816.ref027]--[@pone.0214816.ref029]\]. A prediction model called *PreTIS* was developed by us to assist in the analysis of 5' UTR sequences and reveal alternative non-AUG reading-frame-independent translation start sites in human and mouse \[[@pone.0214816.ref030]\].

In this study, we carried out a systematic analysis of transition and transversion SNPs as well as indels that occur in nine types of coding and non-coding genomic elements in the human genome. We distinguished intergenic regions, CpG islands, promoters, 5' UTRs, coding exons, 3' UTRs, all exons, introns and intragenic regions, see [Fig 1](#pone.0214816.g001){ref-type="fig"}. Thereby, CpG islands can overlap with other categories such as promoter regions. Moreover, all exons, coding exons or intragenic regions overlap as well. Thus, these categories are non-exclusive. As primary datasets, we used SNPs and indels reported in the European cohort of the 1000 Genomes Project \[[@pone.0214816.ref009]\] and the GoNL project \[[@pone.0214816.ref010], [@pone.0214816.ref011]\]. Both datasets were analyzed separately. To test for neutrality, we applied the widely-used Tajima's D statistic to different genomic elements \[[@pone.0214816.ref031]\]. We mainly focussed on the SNP pattern around transcription and translation initiation start sites since these SNPs may have direct effects on gene transcription and protein translation. Special attention was given to the translational flanking region that was defined as a window ranging from −15 to +13 with respect to the start codon, see [Fig 2](#pone.0214816.g002){ref-type="fig"}. With the common assumption that conservation reflects functional relevance, we compared the SNP distribution of canonical start sites and experimentally detected \[[@pone.0214816.ref021]\] alternative start sites in the 5' UTR.

![Definition of human genomic regions.\
Definition of the basic genomic regions: intergenic region, promoter region, 5' UTR, coding exon(s), 3' UTR, all exons, intron(s), intragenic region and CpG islands (not shown here). Shown is the + strand, − strand is analogous.](pone.0214816.g001){#pone.0214816.g001}

![Sequence context around translation start sites.\
Two example sequence contexts are shown to visualize the definition of the flanking sequence around translation start sites. Per definition, positions around the translation start site are given relative to the start codon, which is denoted as 1,2 and 3. Position zero is left out. Positions -3R (R = purine) and +4G were shown to be crucial for translation initiation \[[@pone.0214816.ref016], [@pone.0214816.ref017]\] and are therefore highlighted in red color.](pone.0214816.g002){#pone.0214816.g002}

Results and discussion {#sec002}
======================

The primary focus of this study was to investigate SNPs and indels frequencies at transcription and translation start sites. Furthermore, we compared canonical with alternative translation start sites, detected by ribosome profiling, to shed light onto translational regulatory complexity. Before addressing these specific points, we will compare the results of our analysis of data from the 1000G and GoNL sequencing projects with the current literature.

Distribution of different SNP and indel types on autosomes {#sec003}
----------------------------------------------------------

For this study, we selected SNPs and indels reported by (a) the European cohort of the 1000G project (23,938,159 variants remained after filtering), and (b) the GoNL project (20,706,633 variants remained after filtering). In total, 63% of the annotated 1000G variants on human autosomes are transition SNPs resulting from deamination (and tautomerization) whereas 30% are transversion SNPs. The remaining variants (7%) are indels. In GoNL, the distribution is similar with 65%, 29% and 6% for transition, transversion, and indels, respectively. This is consistent with the 2:1 transition/transversion ratio.

Variant distribution in nine sequence elements {#sec004}
----------------------------------------------

Since different DNA elements such as CpG islands, 5' UTRs, protein-encoding exons or intergenic regions may exhibit different patterns of sequence conservation, we separately investigated these elements in the 16,604 RefSeq genes that remained after filtering. First, genes that are located within other genes (complete overlap) were removed prior to further analysis (about 3%). Subsequently, about 5% of all remaining genes were removed due to staggered overlaps.

We used SNP density (SNPs per kb) and Tajima's D statistic \[[@pone.0214816.ref031]\] to compare the variant distribution of the different genomic elements with each other. [Fig 3](#pone.0214816.g003){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the results for all SNP and indel types from 1000G data. The results for the GoNL data are shown in [S1 Fig](#pone.0214816.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![SNP and indel densities for all variant types and genomic elements considering 1000G data (European cohort).\
Upper panel: distribution of SNP and indel densities, the horizontal line (−) represents the median value, the asterisk (⋆) denotes the mean value. In total, the 1000G European super population comprises 503 individuals; Lower panel: Tajima's D statistic was applied to evaluate the neutral evolution hypothesis.](pone.0214816.g003){#pone.0214816.g003}

Considering 1000G data, median SNP densities were ∼ 8−9 SNPs per kb for each genomic element and all variant types, see [Fig 3](#pone.0214816.g003){ref-type="fig"} (upper panel, leftmost group). Considering GoNL data, median SNP densities were on average slightly lower (∼ 6−7 SNPs per kb) compared to 1000G for each genomic element and all SNP types, see [S1 Fig](#pone.0214816.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

[Fig 3](#pone.0214816.g003){ref-type="fig"} shows that protein-coding regions are conserved with a median SNP density of about 7 SNPs/kb for all SNP types. This is in accordance with earlier findings \[[@pone.0214816.ref013]\]. The boxplot for the 5' UTR contains some outliers with a maximum SNP density of up to about 35 SNPs per kb for 1000G data, (see [Fig 3](#pone.0214816.g003){ref-type="fig"}, upper panel). This effect is due to the short 5' UTR length of 230 bp on average (median 180 bp), see [S2 Fig](#pone.0214816.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In general, data from 1000G and GoNL provided similar results, see [Fig 3](#pone.0214816.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [S1 Fig](#pone.0214816.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Indels are especially rare in coding exons, with a mean SNP density of 0.09 (two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test, *p* \< 1.4 × 10^−3^, see [Fig 3](#pone.0214816.g003){ref-type="fig"} (upper panel, rightmost group), [S1](#pone.0214816.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#pone.0214816.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables), since this type of mutation can cause frameshifts in the translated protein. Indel densities were significantly lower than SNP densities (two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test, *p* \< 1.4 × 10^−3^, see [S1](#pone.0214816.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#pone.0214816.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables). Especially CpG islands, 5' UTRs, protein-encoding exons and 3' UTRs showed a low amount (median: 0.0) of indels, see [Fig 3](#pone.0214816.g003){ref-type="fig"} (upper panel, rightmost group), [S1](#pone.0214816.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#pone.0214816.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables. An overview of all SNP and indel densities as well as the results of the statistical analyses can be found in [S1](#pone.0214816.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} to [S6](#pone.0214816.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables. A decrease of deletions upstream of the transcription start site has been described in the literature \[[@pone.0214816.ref032]\]. To our knowledge, a similar effect has not been described yet for CpG islands. Indels might have more severe effects on transcription factor binding sites than base exchanges \[[@pone.0214816.ref033]\]. Hence, the low frequency of indels in CpG islands might be related to a strict conservation of functional sequences within this genomic (regulatory) element especially in CpG islands in the promoter regions of the mammalian genes \[[@pone.0214816.ref034]\].

[Fig 3](#pone.0214816.g003){ref-type="fig"} (lower panel) shows Tajima's D values for all genomic elements. Tajima's D values \< 0 point to a high number of rare alleles based on a growth in population size and/or purifying selection while values \> 0 indicate a high number of alleles with average frequency. Intergenic regions (median: 0.07) were more or less neutral with values around 0. The smallest Tajima's D values were found in coding exons (median: −1.21), followed by all exons (median: −0.86), 5' UTR exons (median: −0.62), CpG islands (median: −0.52), and 3' UTR exons (median: −0.49). Thus, our findings of smaller SNP densities (two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test, *p* \< 1.4 × 10^−3^, see [S1](#pone.0214816.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#pone.0214816.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables) in genetically important gene regions such as coding exons or 5' UTRs are compatible with purifying selection to preserve their functionality. A high conservation of protein-coding regions and a lower conservation of intergenic regions and introns were reported before \[[@pone.0214816.ref013]\]. Especially, splice sites, i.e. the exon-intron boundaries, were shown to be highly conserved \[[@pone.0214816.ref013]\].

In summary, we obtained a similar picture on the conservation of genomic elements when either applying Tajima's D statistic or calculating simple SNP densities ([Fig 3](#pone.0214816.g003){ref-type="fig"}) that is in good agreement with the findings reported by \[[@pone.0214816.ref013]\]--\[[@pone.0214816.ref015]\]. Slight differences were observed when comparing CpG islands with intergenic regions: the SNP density is on average higher in CpG islands (∼9 vs. ∼11 SNPs per kb, see [Fig 3](#pone.0214816.g003){ref-type="fig"}, upper panel) while the respective Tajima's D index is smaller (median: −0.52 vs. 0.07, see [Fig 3](#pone.0214816.g003){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel). Moreover, considering 1000G and GoNL data provided similar SNP distributions.

The most polymorphic part of the human genome, the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) encodes over 160 proteins of diverse function including the HLA class I and II genes. These genes encode cell-surface proteins that bind peptide antigens, engage T cell receptors, and stimulate the T cell arm of adaptive immunity \[[@pone.0214816.ref035]\]. Hence, as expected, three such HLA genes also had the largest SNP density in the concatenated coding exon regions and two HLA genes in the promoter regions (-2000 bp to +1000 bp around the TSS) based on the 1000G data. [S7](#pone.0214816.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S8](#pone.0214816.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables list the Top100 genes with the largest SNP densities from the European cohort of the 1000G set. The advantage of a large whole-genome sequencing project is that sequence variations in all assembled genomic regions are covered to the same extent, whereas large SNP assemblies such as dbSNP reflect historic biases, the biomedical relevance of certain gene classes and other coincidences.

To illustrate such effects, we compared the genes encoding the two cytochrome p450 proteins CYP2A7 and CYP2D6 to the three mentioned HLA genes. The two CYP genes are 1.78 longer (1484, 1341 nt) than the HLA genes (810, 768, 801 nt). However, the 1000G data contains only 40 and 35 SNPs for the CYPs vs 71, 67 and 68 SNPs for the HLAs, respectively. This yields a fraction of 0.54. On the other hand, the GeneCards repository (<https://www.genecards.org/>) currently reports for HLA-DQB1 a total number of 6313 SNPs and 546 when filtered to "coding_sequence_variants", 5509 and 316 for HLA-DQA1, and 6633 and 507 for HLAD-RB5. In contrast, for CYP2A7 GeneCard reports a total of 3872 SNPs out of which 692 SNPs are "coding_sequence_variants", and 3074 and 909 for CYP2D6, respectively. These numbers are 1.75 times higher than for the HLA genes. By comparing the two ratios, it follows that GeneCards reports 3.2 times more exonic SNPs than 1000G for the two CPYs relative to HLAs. Although this is a very small-scale comparison, one can expect comparable effects between other gene classes. Whether this is after all a desirable or undesirable effect will depend on the particular research question.

SNP and indel frequencies around the TSS and the CSS {#sec005}
----------------------------------------------------

SNPs and indels in the promoter regions and 5' UTRs may have direct effects on gene transcription and protein translation. Thus, we investigated SNP densities and distributions around the transcription start site (TSS) and the translation/coding start site (CSS) separately and in more detail.

### TSS---Transcription start site {#sec006}

[Fig 4A](#pone.0214816.g004){ref-type="fig"} shows the local SNP density around the TSS in a range of ±200 bp around the TSS. Both, 1000G and GoNL data show a decrease in SNP density directly at the TSS. Moreover, there is a SNP density increase downstream of the TSS. This suggests that especially the region flanking the TSS (first few bases) on the downstream site, are especially important. This effect is also displayed in [Fig 4B](#pone.0214816.g004){ref-type="fig"} at base pair resolution. The same pattern was observed before \[[@pone.0214816.ref013], [@pone.0214816.ref036]\]. Also, the indel frequency decreased slightly at the TSS as indels might perturb protein-coding regions more strongly compared to base exchanges. Nevertheless, the number of indels is in general low such that we can only observe a slight indel depletion towards the TSS.

![SNP and dinucleotide distribution around the TSS.\
A: Average SNP and indel density (1000G and GoNL data) around the TSS (±200 bp) of all RefSeq genes. The standard error of the mean is visualized for every datapoint. B: SNP pattern in direct vicinity (−15 to +12) of the TSS considering 1000G and GoNL data. Position 1 denotes the first intragenic nucleotide. C: Distribution of dinucleotides starting with cytosine in the flanking region of the TSS of all RefSeq genes. CpG and CpA dinucleotides are prevalent. D: Number of SNPs (1000G data) at individual dinucleotides. The majority of SNPs resides at CpG dinucleotides.](pone.0214816.g004){#pone.0214816.g004}

Next, we analyzed SNPs in direct vicinity to the TSS, see [Fig 4B](#pone.0214816.g004){ref-type="fig"}. The number of genes with at least one SNP in this sequence window is given in [Table 1](#pone.0214816.t001){ref-type="table"}. In general, the number of SNPs directly downstream of the TSS is lower than directly upstream. Clearly noticeable is the high peak at position −1. To analyze statistical significance, we resampled the intervals and recorded the 1000 highest peaks within the shuffled intervals. Mean, median and standard deviation values amounted to 151.2, 151.0 and 5.8 (1000G) as well as 134.4, 134.0 and 5.6 (GoNL). As the reported peak at position −1 is higher (see [Fig 4B](#pone.0214816.g004){ref-type="fig"}), we define the increase at position −1 as significant.

10.1371/journal.pone.0214816.t001

###### Number of start sites and SNPs in direct vicinity of TSS and CSS.

![](pone.0214816.t001){#pone.0214816.t001g}

                               TSS     CSS                             
  ---------------------------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -----
  Start sites harboring SNPs   3,777   2,681   3,319   2,277   1,276   838
  SNPs in these start sites    4,472   3,043   3,819   2,519   1,487   942

We considered RefSeq and HEK293 genes as well as SNPs from the 1000G and GoNL project. Thereby, we investigated genes with at least one SNP in this sequence window. For the CSS, we considered AUG as start site for the RefSeq dataset and alternative AUG and all near-cognate codons for the HEK293 dataset.

The results of a recent study \[[@pone.0214816.ref013]\] also indicate an increase of mutations upstream of the TSS, although the window size utilized there does not allow further specification of the affected DNA positions. We observed that especially position −1 relative to the TSS is more frequently mutated than the surrounding positions. It was recently reported that the mutation rate in human genomes is elevated at protein-bound DNA sites such as active transcription factor binding sites or nucleosome positions \[[@pone.0214816.ref037]\]. This was shown to be due to the interference of the nucleotide excision repair (NER) machinery and DNA-binding proteins that results in a decreased NER activity \[[@pone.0214816.ref037]\]. Thus, one might speculate that DNA-bound transcription factors could block repair enzymes resulting in higher mutation frequencies at these positions. However, we observed that only the position −1 deviates from the general SNP pattern. Thus, we analyzed the underlying DNA sequence at and around position −1 in more detail, also keeping in mind that some polymorphisms can occur more frequently (e.g. in the context of methylated CpGs) compared to other dinucleotides.

[Fig 4C](#pone.0214816.g004){ref-type="fig"} displays the dinucleotide distribution around the TSS while [Fig 4D](#pone.0214816.g004){ref-type="fig"} denotes the respective SNP distribution for individual dinucleotides. [Fig 4C](#pone.0214816.g004){ref-type="fig"} shows that the frequency of CpG dinucleotides (and CpA dinucleotides, see below) is increased at position −1 compared to the surrounding positions. A CpG at position −1 means that the C is located at position −1 while the respective G resides at position 1. In general, CpG dinucleotides are enriched around the TSS and peak with the TSS, see [S3 Fig](#pone.0214816.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. This symmetric CpG pattern was reported before \[[@pone.0214816.ref034]\]. 2,136 out of 16,603 considered RefSeq genes (one sequence context was removed due to the occurrence of "N", i.e. an unknown base, in the hg19 reference genome) exhibited a CpG dinucleotide at position −1 corresponding to ∼13% of all genes. This number is twofold higher than expected from the dinucleotide frequencies observed in the human genome \[[@pone.0214816.ref038]\] and about 50% higher than at the neighboring positions (see [Fig 4C](#pone.0214816.g004){ref-type="fig"}). CpA dinucleotides were found at positions −1/+1 for 3,415 out of 16,603 genes amounting to 21% of all RefSeq genes (threefold higher than expected). The distribution of all 16 dinucleotides in the enlarged window (--15 to +12) is shown in [S4 Fig](#pone.0214816.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

[Fig 4D](#pone.0214816.g004){ref-type="fig"} displays the underlying SNP distribution (1000G data) for individual dinucleotides. At position −1, SNPs are most often found at CpG dinucleotides, followed by CpA dinucleotides. Thus, although there are more CpA than CpG dinucleotides at position −1 (see [Fig 4C](#pone.0214816.g004){ref-type="fig"}), SNPs are more frequently found in CpG context (ratios of $\frac{41}{2,136} = 0.02$ and $\frac{29}{3,415} = 0.008$, respectively). Rahbari et al. \[[@pone.0214816.ref039]\] found a higher proportion of point mutations at CpG sites in case of a C/T mutation. The frequencies for all 16 dinucleotides together with the underlying SNP pattern when considering 1000G and GoNL data are visualized in [S5](#pone.0214816.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S6](#pone.0214816.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs, respectively.

The emergence of CpG (and CpA) dinucleotides especially at TSS position −1 was reported before \[[@pone.0214816.ref040], [@pone.0214816.ref041]\] and this partially explains the higher mutation rate detected at this position. [Fig 4B](#pone.0214816.g004){ref-type="fig"} shows that the total number of SNPs in 1000G data increases from about 160 per position to 230 at position −1. According to [Fig 4D](#pone.0214816.g004){ref-type="fig"} about 20 SNPs of this increase are found at CpGs and 20--25 SNPs at CpAs. The manifestation of polymorphisms at CpG sites, where cytosine is often methylated, is influenced by epigenetic marks \[[@pone.0214816.ref042]\]. Since deamination of 5-methylcytosine results in thymine which is a regular base of DNA, the resulting G--T mismatches are less efficiently corrected than G--U mismatches \[[@pone.0214816.ref008], [@pone.0214816.ref043]\]. It has been proposed that the methylation of cytosines is one cause of the general CpG depletion of vertebrate genomes, where only unmethylated CpG islands tend to have a CpG content that reflects the frequency of cytosine and guanine in the genome \[[@pone.0214816.ref044]\]. The evolutionary stability of CpG islands has been related to a high selective pressure on these regions, especially on CpG islands in the promoter regions of the mammalian genes \[[@pone.0214816.ref034]\]. As shown in [Fig 4C](#pone.0214816.g004){ref-type="fig"}, CpA dinucleotides are also highly enriched at position −1. Interestingly, non-CpG methylation was reported for different mammalian cell types (e.g. embryonic stem cells but also differentiated cells) and it has been suggested that methylation in non-CpG context is involved in the regulation of gene expression \[[@pone.0214816.ref045]--[@pone.0214816.ref047]\]. Beside CpG sites, methylation is most often found at CpA sites compared to CpT and CpC sites \[[@pone.0214816.ref045]\].

Finally, we analyzed the 2,136 genes with a CpG dinucleotide at position −1 by a GO-term enrichment analysis using the DAVID resource (version 6.8) \[[@pone.0214816.ref048]\]. As background gene set, we used all RefSeq genes considered here. We applied DAVID default functional terms, Benjamini-Hochberg correction and an EASE score threshold (corresponding to a modified Fisher exact p-value) of 0.05. The results of the functional annotation are displayed in [Table 2](#pone.0214816.t002){ref-type="table"}. It is noteworthy that more than half of the inspected 2,136 genes are associated with the terms "Phosphoprotein", "Alternative splicing" and "Protein binding", see [Table 2](#pone.0214816.t002){ref-type="table"}. Another highly significant functional term was "Acetylation". A significant enrichment of the GO term "(protein) phosphorylation" was also observed in rice for genes with decreased sequence conservation (variable genes) compared to other gene families such as transcription regulators (conserved genes) \[[@pone.0214816.ref015]\].

10.1371/journal.pone.0214816.t002

###### Functional annotation of genes with a CpG at TSS position −1.

![](pone.0214816.t002){#pone.0214816.t002g}

         Term                                   \# Genes   \% Genes   q--value
  ------ -------------------------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------------
  1\.    Phosphoprotein                         1110       52.0       3.5 ⋅ 10^−13^
  2\.    Acetylation                            507        23.7       2.1 ⋅ 10^−9^
  3\.    Alternative splicing                   1314       61.5       1.6 ⋅ 10^−8^
  4\.    Cytoplasm                              658        30.8       2.7 ⋅ 10^−8^
  5\.    Nucleoplasm                            412        19.3       7.2 ⋅ 10^−7^
  6\.    Protein binding                        1134       53.1       2.6 ⋅ 10^−6^
  7\.    Protein transport                      112        5.2        5.5 ⋅ 10^−6^
  8\.    Nucleus                                668        31.3       8.3 ⋅ 10^−5^
  9\.    Vesicle--mediated transport            39         1.8        1.9 ⋅ 10^−2^
  10\.   Cytoskeleton                           177        8.3        8.6 ⋅ 10^−4^
  11\.   Rab GTPase binding                     34         1.6        1.0 ⋅ 10^−2^
  12\.   Endocytosis                            52         2.4        4.1 ⋅ 10^−3^
  13\.   Cytosol                                450        21.1       6.0 ⋅ 10^−3^
  14\.   Guanine--nucleotide releasing factor   35         1.6        2.1 ⋅ 10^−3^
  15\.   Cell cycle                             106        5.0        3.0 ⋅ 10^−3^
  16\.   Mitochondrion                          162        7.6        4.1 ⋅ 10^−3^
  17\.   Transport                              271        12.7       1.4 ⋅ 10^−2^
  18\.   Cell division                          68         3.2        1.5 ⋅ 10^−2^
  19\.   Electron transport                     24         1.1        1.4 ⋅ 10^−2^

DAVID functional annotation \[[@pone.0214816.ref048]\] was applied to the 2,136 RefSeq genes with a CpG dinucleotide at TSS position −1. Duplicated terms from different databases were deleted and the one with smallest p-value was retained. Shown are terms with adjusted p--value of *p* \< 0.05 (Benjamini-Hochberg correction).

We then repeated the GO-term enrichment analysis at position −1/+1 for the remaining 15 dinucleotides and found only four other dinucleotides with several significant GO-term enrichments: CpA, GpA, TpA, and ApA, see [S9](#pone.0214816.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"} to [S12](#pone.0214816.s019){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables. The genes harboring these three dinucleotides at position −1 were significantly associated with olfaction. This in fact suggests that olfactory genes often have an A at position −1. None of these dinucleotides provided a similarly high statistical enrichment as genes with a CpG dinucleotide at this position. It was reported before that olfactory receptor genes are associated with high AT content in their promoter region \[[@pone.0214816.ref049]\]. Nevertheless, we found only the three mentioned dinucleotides to be significantly associated with olfaction instead of other A-T dinucleotide combinations. The occurrence of different promoter compositions suggests that specific dinucleotides right at the transcription start site might be involved in transcriptional (and translational) regulation. This involves particularly CpG and CpA dinucleotides, which can be additionally epigenetically modified by DNA methylation. The observation that the dinucleotide present at position −1 is linked with the activity and expression level of a TSS \[[@pone.0214816.ref040]\] together with dinucleotide associated GO--terms indicates the involvement of specific dinucleotides right at the TSS in gene-group specific regulation. Furthermore, Liang *et al*. analyzed the usage of TSSs in different samples \[[@pone.0214816.ref050]\]. They categorized genes into genes that use the same TSS in different samples but are differentially expressed in these samples (denoted as class 1) and into genes that use alternative TSS in different samples (denoted as class 2). Interestingly, the term "acetylation" was found to be significantly enriched in both gene classes, whereas "phosphorylation" and "phosphoprotein" were only enriched in class 2 genes that utilize a unique TSS region in colon tissue \[[@pone.0214816.ref050]\]. Moreover, functional enrichment analysis of TSS data from time-course experiments in mouse dendritic cells resulted in a significant enrichment of the terms "phosphoprotein" and "acetylation" for class 1 genes, and "alternative splicing" (these are genes that regulate the alternative RNA splicing of other genes) and "phosphoprotein" for class 2 genes \[[@pone.0214816.ref050]\]. We suggest that the connection of "phosphoprotein" to "alternative splicing" reported in \[[@pone.0214816.ref050]\] may be of relevance for the interpretation of our findings. It was also reported that alternative promoters can arise from epigenetic changes such as DNA methylation \[[@pone.0214816.ref051]\]. In summary, these findings suggest that the detected signal at position −1 upstream of the TSS might also be associated with differential expression and alternative TSS or promoter usage.

### CSS---Coding/translation start site {#sec007}

Since changes at a single position in close proximity to a start site can have an influence on translation initiation \[[@pone.0214816.ref016]--[@pone.0214816.ref019]\], we analyzed in detail the flanking region of canonical translation start sites and of alternative starts located in the 5' UTR.

First, we investigated the SNP and indel occurrence from −200 to +200 bp around translation start sites. [Fig 5](#pone.0214816.g005){ref-type="fig"} shows that the SNP density decreases with the CSS for the annotated RefSeq start sites as well as for the alternative start sites located in the 5' UTR that were identified by experimental ribosome profiling \[[@pone.0214816.ref021]\]. This depletion of SNPs in the coding region is most likely due to purifying selection. This effect is most prominent for indels, as this type of mutation has the potential to change the overall identity of proteins by shifts in the open reading frame. However, based on the overall small number of indels, we can only observe a small decrease of the indel density towards the CSS. A depletion of indels especially in protein coding regions was observed before and the observed Tajima's D values are consistent with purifying selection, see [Fig 3](#pone.0214816.g003){ref-type="fig"}. SNP densities calculated based on 1000G and GoNL data behave similarly. The vertical shift between data from those two projects can be attributed to a more constrained population resulting in fewer SNPs.

![SNP distribution around the coding start site (CSS).\
Average SNP density in a range of ±200 bp and 20 bp windows around the CSS (1000G and GoNL data). Upper panel: annotated translation start sites of (RefSeq genes); Lower panel: alternative translation starts detected by ribosome profiling applied to HEK293 cells. The standard error of the mean is visualized for every datapoint.](pone.0214816.g005){#pone.0214816.g005}

Next, we focused on the start codon and the flanking region (−15 to +13) that has been shown to be crucial for translation initiation \[[@pone.0214816.ref016]--[@pone.0214816.ref019]\]. In total, the RefSeq dataset provided 16,604 canonical translation start sites (i.e. flanking regions), whereas the number of alternative start sites located in the 5' UTR amounted to 7,373 \[[@pone.0214816.ref021]\]. SNPs from 1000G and GoNL were assigned to these sequence contexts to determine their position in the interval from −15 to +13 with respect to the respective start site. [Table 1](#pone.0214816.t001){ref-type="table"} summarizes the number of translational sequence contexts in the RefSeq (AUG-only) and HEK293 datasets (AUG and near-cognate) that harbor SNPs as well as the number of SNPs residing at those start sites. [Table 1](#pone.0214816.t001){ref-type="table"} reveals that, on average, there is about one SNP per start site flanking region. In the next step, we investigated the distribution of these SNPs along the defined sequence window from positions −15 to +13.

[Fig 6](#pone.0214816.g006){ref-type="fig"} shows the total number of SNPs in the flanking region of annotated and alternative start sites. For convenience, we show the total number of SNPs (upper panel) as well as a normalization by the number of sequence contexts with at least one SNP (lower panel), compare with [Table 1](#pone.0214816.t001){ref-type="table"}. We found that alternative start sites (AUG and near-cognate) located in the 5' UTR showed similar conservation tendencies compared to annotated canonical start sites. As expected, the number of SNPs decreased remarkably with the start site reflecting the importance of the start codon. Moreover, the expected three periodicity of SNP densities \[[@pone.0214816.ref014], [@pone.0214816.ref015]\] is visible within the coding region of canonically translated proteins, indicating that the third codon base is generally less conserved compared to the other positions. To validate the statistical significance of this decrease in the total number of SNPs at the start site, we performed a permutation test. We found that the drop at canonical start sites (RefSeq genes) was highly significant irrespective of the mutation dataset (*p* \< 0.01), see [Fig 6](#pone.0214816.g006){ref-type="fig"}. Considering alternative translation start sites in HEK293 cells, the decrease in the number of SNPs at the start codon (see [Fig 6](#pone.0214816.g006){ref-type="fig"}) is only moderate compared to the RefSeq starts and so are the p-values, which were found to be not significant.

![SNP distribution in the flanking region of the coding start site (CSS).\
SNP pattern in the flanking region (--15 to +13) of canonical and alternative starts. The applied permutation test provided the following p-values (curves from top to bottom): RefSeq+1000G: 0.0, RefSeq+GoNL: 0.0002, HEK293+1000G: 0.027, HEK293+GoNL: 0.244. With a significance threshold of $p < \frac{0.05}{4} = 0.0125$, the drop in the total number of SNPs at the CSS is significant only for canonical start sites. Upper panel: total number of SNPs; Lower panel: the number of SNPs normalized by the number of sequence contexts with at least one SNP, compare with [Table 1](#pone.0214816.t001){ref-type="table"}.](pone.0214816.g006){#pone.0214816.g006}

A negative peak can also be observed at position −3, which was shown to be crucial for translation initiation \[[@pone.0214816.ref016], [@pone.0214816.ref017]\]. However, also this trend is more prominent for annotated start sites compared to alternative start sites (see [Fig 6](#pone.0214816.g006){ref-type="fig"} (upper panel)). Comparing the normalized values in [Fig 6](#pone.0214816.g006){ref-type="fig"} (lower panel), emphasizes our previous statement that canonical and alternative start sites show similar conservation patterns. Beside the start site itself and the prominent −3 position, several other positions also show negatives peaks, e.g. positions 8 or 10. Based on a simple permutation test, the drop at these positions is not statistically significant.

Thus, canonical translation start sites are well conserved to preserve normal cell behavior. Alternative initiation start sites seem to be less conserved compared to canonical start codons. This could be due to the location of the considered alternative start sites in the generally less conserved 5' UTR as well as be related to the general usage of these alternative sites. Non-canonical start codons could be, for instance, used in specific cellular states, in specific cell types (here HEK293 cells) or as cellular stress response \[[@pone.0214816.ref022], [@pone.0214816.ref025]\]. Moreover, it is also possible that the dataset, based on the ribosome profiling technique, might contain some false positive start sites due to experimental and post-experimental (e.g. statistical evaluation) limitations \[[@pone.0214816.ref029]\].

Conclusion {#sec008}
==========

Analyzing SNPs and indels from the 1000G and the GoNL project revealed pronounced differences in the distribution of several variant types across genomic elements, such as promoters, 5' UTRs, and coding exons. In general, SNP and indel frequencies found here are in accordance with earlier findings \[[@pone.0214816.ref013]\]--\[[@pone.0214816.ref015]\]. However, we discovered a remarkable amount of genes with a CpG dinucleotide right at the TSS (position −1) that coincided with an elevated number of SNPs at this position. Applying DAVID GO-term enrichment analysis, we found that most of these genes are significantly associated with the terms "Phosphoprotein", "Alternative splicing" and "Protein binding". One might speculate that a methylated CpG dinucleotide at this position functions as cellular signal for transcriptional regulation of specific gene groups. With respect to the translation start, our investigations showed that alternative start sites (AUG and near-cognate as well as in- and out-of-frame with the annotated start site) located in the human 5' UTR exhibit a similar conservation tendency in their flanking region compared to annotated canonical AUG start sites. We found a pronounced decrease in the number of SNPs at the start site itself, but also at prominent position −3, which was experimentally shown to be crucial for translation initiation \[[@pone.0214816.ref016], [@pone.0214816.ref017]\]. In general, alternative starts are not as conserved as canonical start sites. Nevertheless, the similar conservation pattern found confirms the importance of alternative start codons (AUG and near-cognate), and their relevant contribution to the expansion of biological variety and complexity.

Materials and methods {#sec009}
=====================

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and indels {#sec010}
-------------------------------------------------

Information about annotated SNPs and indels in human genes was used from the 1000 Genomes Project (1000G, phase 3, using only the European super population EUR, 503 individuals) \[[@pone.0214816.ref009]\] and from the Genome of the Netherlands (GoNL) project (release 5) \[[@pone.0214816.ref010], [@pone.0214816.ref011]\]. Thereby, we used SNPs only from the parents, i.e. no data was pooled. Moreover, the calculated SNP density is a function of the cohort size because larger studies pick up lower allele frequencies. Data was provided in VCF file format. For the analyses, we kept autosomal SNPs with a minor allele frequency larger than zero (allele frequencies were calculated by the respective consortium, see \[[@pone.0214816.ref009]--[@pone.0214816.ref011]\]). These variants were assigned to four classes, namely transition SNPs, transversion SNPs, indels (insertions and deletions without length cutoff), and the union of all variants.

### SNPs and indels in nine genomic elements {#sec011}

Human gene annotations were downloaded from the UCSC genome browser hg19 assembly (RefSeq genes). We removed genes coding for microRNAs and small nucleolar RNAs, genes with CDS start equal to the CDS end as well as genes located on chromosomes other than chromosome 1 to chromosome 22. Special care was taken of overlapping genes, where we distinguished between overlaps located inside other genes and staggered overlaps (genes overlap partially). Genes inside other genes were excluded. All genes with staggered overlap were collected and from each "bundle", only one gene was selected to avoid overlapping genes. If a gene has more than one transcript variant, only the longest transcript was retained.

For a general overview on SNP frequencies in the human genome, nine basic genomic regions were derived based on the genomic information provided by the UCSC genome browser. The information needed to calculate the genomic coordinates of these regions for every gene was downloaded from UCSC genome browser and includes chromosome, strand, transcription start site (TSS), transcription end site (TES), CDS start (coding start site---CSS), CDS end (coding end site---CES), exon starts and exon ends. These regions comprise: intergenic region, CpG islands, promoter region, 5' UTR, coding exons, 3' UTR, all exons, introns, and intragenic region, see [Fig 1](#pone.0214816.g001){ref-type="fig"}. The regions were defined in the following way: every gene is located between two intergenic regions. The first one is defined as the interval between the TSS of the considered gene and the mid-upstream position between this TSS and the TES of the closest upstream gene. The second intergenic region is defined analogously according to the TSS of the closest downstream gene. The intragenic region of a gene is defined as the part between its TSS and its TES. The gene promoter was defined as the region from 2000 bp upstream to 1000 bp downstream of the TSS and thus overlaps with the intergenic region. 5' UTRs are defined as the exonic segments between the TSS and the CSS while 3' UTRs are defined analogously as the exonic regions between the CES and the TES. Exons are defined as the intervals between the exon start positions and exon end positions as given in the file retrieved from the UCSC genome browser. Introns are defined as the regions between the exonic gene parts. Besides these nine general regions, we also considered narrow sequence windows of ±200 bps around transcription and translation start sites as well as in direct vicinity (--15 to +13 bps) of the TSS and CSS.

Any calculations requiring interval arithmetic and sequence mapping were implemented using the BEDTools suite (version v2.26.0) \[[@pone.0214816.ref052]\], samtools (version 1.3.1) \[[@pone.0214816.ref053], [@pone.0214816.ref054]\] and/or bowtie (version 1.1.2) \[[@pone.0214816.ref055]\]. These operations include the assignment of SNPs and indels to their respective genes and genomic elements as well as the retrieval of genomic coordinates given a short nucleotide sequence and vice versa. SNP densities (number of SNPs per kb) were then calculated for the different variant types and the nine basic types of genomic elements. Note that the calculated SNP density is a function of the cohort size because larger studies pick up lower allele frequencies. The evaluation of the neutral evolution hypothesis was analyzed by the widely-used Tajima's D statistic \[[@pone.0214816.ref031]\] for every genomic element. For this, we applied VCFtools (version v0.1.13) \[[@pone.0214816.ref056]\] with a bin size of 1 Mb to filtered VCF variant files that only contain variants found in the respective genomic regions. This means that these are concatenated variant files where regions of one type have been concatenated one after another. Tajima's D aims at testing for the neutral mutation hypothesis by comparing two nucleotide diversity measures for genetic variation: the number of segregating sites and the average sequence diversity (number of nucleotide differences) \[[@pone.0214816.ref031]\]. Tajima's D was only applied to the SNP data from 1000G because it provides publicly accessible genotype information. Therefore, the 1000G variations were split up into nine VCF files based on the genomic region they reside in. Tajima's D was then computed separately for each of the nine VCF files using VCFtools and a bin size of 1 Mb. Genomic regions were then compared with each other using boxplots.

Two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum tests together with Bonferroni correction were used for the statistical comparison of the different SNP types within the nine genomic elements. Thereby, we assume a p-value to be significant if *p* \< 1.4 × 10^−3^ which is equal to $\frac{0.05}{\# tests}$ where $\# tests = \frac{9 \times 8}{2}$.

SNP and indel frequencies around the TSS and the CSS {#sec012}
----------------------------------------------------

Since the regions around transcription start sites (TSS) and translation/coding start sites (CSS) have direct effects on gene transcription and protein translation, we investigated these regions in more detail and at higher resolution with respect to their SNP and indel distribution. SNPs and indels can, for instance, influence the binding of transcription factors in the promoter region or the translation initiation of the ribosome scanning complex in the 5' UTR. We therefore examined the average SNP density in a range of ±200 bp around the TSS and CSS, and subsequently focused on SNPs in direct vicinity (position −15 to +13) to transcription and translation start sites.

To analyze the significance of a reported peak in the TSS, we randomly shuffled the defined intervals using BEDTools shuffle, repeated our evaluation 1000 times and recorded the size of the highest peak. The distribution of the height of the highest peak was then compared with our reported peak.

As especially translation initiation was shown to be highly dependent on the start site flanking region \[[@pone.0214816.ref016]--[@pone.0214816.ref019]\], we analyzed annotated (RefSeq genes) as well as alternative start sites located in the 5' UTR in detail. As alternative start codons we considered codons in the upstream 5' UTR region of the annotated start codon that are either AUG or differ from AUG in one nucleotide position \[[@pone.0214816.ref020]--[@pone.0214816.ref022]\]. RefSeq genes were retrieved as described above while alternative start sites in human HEK293 cells were retrieved from experimental ribosome profiling data and used as annotated by the original authors \[[@pone.0214816.ref021]\]. To investigate the flanking region around translation start sites, we defined a sequence window from −15 to +13 relative to a start site that encompasses positions 1, 2 and 3, see [Fig 2](#pone.0214816.g002){ref-type="fig"}. Next, duplicated sequence contexts (for example from several transcript variants) and codons differing from AUG and near-cognate variants were removed. SNPs from 1000G and GoNL were then mapped to these sequence contexts. Indels were excluded from further analysis since the amount of indels located in the predefined sequence window from −15 to +13 was too small such that a profound significance analysis was not possible.

We conducted a permutation test to investigate whether the distribution of variations at the CSS (positions 1, 2, and 3) is statistically significant, i.e. we calculated the probability to detect a negative peak of a certain magnitude by random sampling. For this, sequence contexts were represented as binary strings, with 1 representing a SNP at a position, and 0 otherwise. First, for all mutated CSS sequence contexts detected by our analyses, in the following denoted as *M* for mutated sequence, we calculated the z-score: $$\begin{array}{r}
{\phi_{M} = \frac{\mu_{M\{ p\}} - C_{p}}{\sigma_{M\{ p\}}}} \\
\end{array}$$ with the average number of SNPs over all positions *μ* (except positions at the CSS, i.e. *p* ∉ \[[@pone.0214816.ref001], [@pone.0214816.ref002], [@pone.0214816.ref003]\]), the average number *C*~*p*~ at positions *p* ∈ \[[@pone.0214816.ref001], [@pone.0214816.ref002], [@pone.0214816.ref003]\], and the respective standard deviation *σ*. We then randomly shuffled (*SH*) all binary sequence contexts (e.g. 00101 can be shuffled into 10100 or 11000 by switching positions randomly) and calculated analogously: $$\begin{array}{r}
{\phi_{SH} = \frac{\mu_{SH\{ p\}} - C_{p}}{\sigma_{SH\{ p\}}}} \\
\end{array}$$ and used 10,000 repetitions to compute empirical p-values. We deem a p-value significant (Bonferroni corrected) if $p < \frac{0.05}{4} = 0.0125$ (\#*tests* = 4, when considering canonical and alternative start sites as well as 1000G and GoNL data).

Supporting information {#sec013}
======================

###### Python scripts used for filtering, analysis, statistical testing and plotting.

(ZIP)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### SNP and indel densities for all genomic elements considering GoNL data.

Shown are SNP and indel densities for all genomic elements considering the GoNL data. The horizontal line (−) represents the median value, the asterisk (⋆) denotes the mean value.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Lengths of the genomic elements (kb).

Upper and lower panel show the same data but use different y-scales (0--200 kb and 0--10 kb). Each boxplot is labeled with the percentage of genes exhibiting this element \[%\], the median (⋆)\[kb\] and mean values (−) \[kb\]. 5' UTRs are the shortest genomic elements with an median value of 180 bp (0.18 kb) whereas intergenic regions (median: ∼ 29 kb), introns (median: ∼ 24 kb) and the intragenic region (median: ∼ 25 kb) are the largest elements.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Average number of CpGs around the TSS of RefSeq genes.

We considered a window from −5000 bp to +5000 bp around the TSS of RefSeq genes. Given is the absolute number of CpGs per interval of 500 bps length. The number of CpGs peaks at the TSS as was reported earlier \[[@pone.0214816.ref034]\].

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Distribution of all 16 dinucleotides in the flanking region of the transcription start site (TSS).

We considered all RefSeq genes that remained after filtering. Position 1 denotes the first intragenic nucleotide. A CpG dinucleotide at position −1 means that the C is located at position −1 while the G resides at position +1.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Number of SNPs at individual dinucleotides in the flanking region of transcription start sites (TSS) considering 1000G data.

Shown is the number of SNPs at individual dinucleotides in the flanking region of the TSS considering the 1000G data. SNPs were analyzed at individual dinucleotides in the flanking region of the TSS. Position 1 denotes the first intragenic nucleotide.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Number of SNPs at individual dinucleotides in the flanking region of transcription start sites (TSS) considering GoNL data.

SNPs were analyzed at individual dinucleotides in the flanking region of the TSS. Depicted is the number of SNPs at individual dinucleotides in the flanking region of the TSS considering the GoNL data. Position 1 denotes the first intragenic nucleotide.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### SNP and indel densities for all genomic regions concerning the 1000G data.

SNP and indel densities for all genomic regions concerning the 1000G data. Shown are mean, median and standard deviation.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### SNP and indel densities for all genomic regions concerning the GoNL data.

SNP and indel densities for all genomic regions concerning the GoNL data. Shown are mean, median and standard deviation.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Results of the statistical tests for the 1000G data comparing variant types within all gene regions.

Two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum tests together with Bonferroni correction were used for the statistical comparison of the different SNP types within the nine genomic elements. Thereby, we assume a p-value to be significant if *p* \< 1.4 × 10^−3^ which is equal to $\frac{0.05}{\# tests}$ where $\# tests = \frac{9 \times 8}{2}$. Note that due to numerical reasons, very small p--values (\< 10^−310^) are represented as 0.0 in python programming language.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Results of the statistical tests for the 1000G data comparing gene regions for all variant types.

Two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum tests together with Bonferroni correction were used for the statistical comparison of the different SNP types within the nine genomic elements. Thereby, we assume a p-value to be significant if *p* \< 1.4 × 10^−3^ which is equal to $\frac{0.05}{\# tests}$ where $\# tests = \frac{9 \times 8}{2}$. Note that due to numerical reasons, very small p--values (\< 10^−310^) are represented as 0.0 in python programming language.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Results of the statistical tests for the GoNL data comparing variant types within all gene regions.

Two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum tests together with Bonferroni correction were used for the statistical comparison of the different SNP types within the nine genomic elements. Thereby, we assume a p-value to be significant if *p* \< 1.4 × 10^−3^ which is equal to $\frac{0.05}{\# tests}$ where $\# tests = \frac{9 \times 8}{2}$. Note that due to numerical reasons, very small p--values (\< 10^−310^) are represented as 0.0 in python programming language.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Results of the statistical tests for the GoNL data comparing gene regions for all variant types.

Two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum tests together with Bonferroni correction were used for the statistical comparison of the different SNP types within the nine genomic elements. Thereby, we assume a p-value to be significant if *p* \< 1.4 × 10^−3^ which is equal to $\frac{0.05}{\# tests}$ where $\# tests = \frac{9 \times 8}{2}$. Note that due to numerical reasons, very small p--values (\< 10^−310^) are represented as 0.0 in python programming language.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Top100 genes with largest SNP density in coding exons.

Shown are the Top100 genes with the largest SNP densities from the European cohort of the 1000G set by sorting with respect to coding exons.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Top100 genes with largest SNP density in promoter regions.

Shown are the Top100 genes with the largest SNP densities from the European cohort of the 1000G set by sorting with respect to promoter regions.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Results of DAVID functional annotation considering Ap\* dinucleotides.

Results of DAVID functional annotation \[[@pone.0214816.ref048]\] for all genes that contain such dinucleotides at TSS position −1. Duplicated terms from different databases were deleted and the one with smallest p--value was retained. Shown are terms with corrected p--value of *p* \< 0.05 (Benjamini correction). If no significant GO term enrichment was found for a dinucleotide gene subset, only the first two terms are displayed for convenience. The number of genes (RefSeq identifiers accepted by DAVID tool) of every subgroup is given in brackets.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Results of DAVID functional annotation considering Cp\* dinucleotides.

Results of DAVID functional annotation \[[@pone.0214816.ref048]\] for all genes that contain such dinucleotides at TSS position −1. Duplicated terms from different databases were deleted and the one with smallest p--value was retained. Shown are terms with corrected p--value of *p* \< 0.05 (Benjamini correction). If no significant GO term enrichment was found for a dinucleotide gene subset, only the first two terms are displayed for convenience. The number of genes (RefSeq identifiers accepted by DAVID tool) of every subgroup is given in brackets.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Results of DAVID functional annotation considering Gp\* dinucleotides.

Results of DAVID functional annotation \[[@pone.0214816.ref048]\] for all genes that contain such dinucleotides at TSS position −1. Duplicated terms from different databases were deleted and the one with smallest p--value was retained. Shown are terms with corrected p--value of *p* \< 0.05 (Benjamini correction). If no significant GO term enrichment was found for a dinucleotide gene subset, only the first two terms are displayed for convenience. The number of genes (RefSeq identifiers accepted by DAVID tool) of every subgroup is given in brackets.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Results of DAVID functional annotation considering Tp\* dinucleotides.

Results of DAVID functional annotation \[[@pone.0214816.ref048]\] for all genes that contain such dinucleotides at TSS position −1. Duplicated terms from different databases were deleted and the one with smallest p--value was retained. Shown are terms with corrected p--value of *p* \< 0.05 (Benjamini correction). If no significant GO term enrichment was found for a dinucleotide gene subset, only the first two terms are displayed for convenience. The number of genes (RefSeq identifiers accepted by DAVID tool) of every subgroup is given in brackets.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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